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If healing can be compared to anything, it’s like standing in a
room of mirrors. An endless prism of reflections, each version
of yourself illuminating new features and angles you may have
once felt you were never meant to see. To heal is to face
yourself again and again and again, to become so intimate
with your existence that you find parts of yourself you never
knew you’d lost, on paths you’d never planned on knowing.
Thank you to every beautiful light who contributed work
to this zine. Thank you for your patience as this project and
every heart behind it has undoubtedly evolved and undergone
massive transmutation over the past several months. Thank
you for trusting me with expressions so tender and delicate.
Thank you for existing loudly, in all your pain and power
and purpose.
Thank you for inviting me into your room of mirrors.
An extra dose of gratitude to Deepa Shanbhag, a brilliant
designer without whom this zine would lack much dimension
and structure. I literally could not have done this without
you, Deepa.
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1. Root

4

The roof of a house, the foundation

Mi mami me sostuvo en sus brazos,

of a generation, I’ll always hold you.
that’s where she gave home to her dreams.
Me ama me sostuvo en su cadera, sin pedir
permiso, sin pedir ayuda. Me sostuvo en su

Mi ama me sostuvo en su cadera.

cadera por 1,547 millas sin pedir permiso, pero
con ayuda de dios dice. Ay 1,547 millas entre la

To be on the hip, means to be at a disadvantage.

casa que he vivido por 13 años y la casa de mi

The hip, la cadera es una de las partes más

Mama Licho. Mi ama no me sostuvo por 1,547

salientes del cuerpo. Situated a cada lado del

millas, menos, pero yo creo que se sentia como

tronco humano, below the waist, formed by the

mas de 1,547 millas.

upper bones of the pelvis. Saliente significa una
parte de una cosa que sale o sobresale de otro.

Me canto mi primera cancion sin saberlo,

Tuvimos que aprender a sobresalir. Salir de la
pobreza, salir de la tierra que todavía vive dentro

Angel de la guarda

nuestros pulmones.				

Mi dulce compania
No me desampares

Sometimes, I feel like I can smell it.

Ni de noche
Ni de dia

Sometimes, I know I can’t.

Porque sin ti
Me perderia

Salir y nunca saber si vamos a regresar.

Knees on the very ground that shook

Mi ama me sostuvo en su cadera, la parte más

her to her core,

saliente de su cuerpo humano. Lo saliente
sobresale, hace más, tiene que hacer más.

She prayed.

You learn you must be outstanding in order for it

“the roof of a house, the foundation of a
generation (thank you for holding me)” •
by
yaritza flores bustos
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to be justifiable to forgive you for crossing the

Pero, mi ama me sostuvo en su cadera,

border and not asking for permission. But the

tightly. In a way I still feel to this day.

outstanding thing, lo que sí sobresale, lo que se
ve desde 1,547 millas, son las montañas.

There are several muscles that make up the hip
flexors, the iliacus and psoas major. They tend to

Mi ama me sostuvo en su cadera,

be tight as we hold them in one position, rarely
allowing the hips to explore their full range of

She is the mountain that the sun first kissed prior to

motion. A growing pain, seen especially when you

whispering into our ears

grow up, grow, change, move to, into, a country
who only claims you through convenience, after

that we had made it.

dissecting you limb by limb.

Mi ama me sostuvo en su cadera.

Hip pains form when overused, through
muscle stiffness, sitting in unstable often

Mi dulce compania

uncomfortable positions, sprains, strains,
but also trauma.

La cadera is made up of bone, muscle,
ligaments, tendons, fascia; all working to

A mi ama le duelen sus caderas.

stabilize the body and allow for motion.

A side effect of trauma.

The bones, muscles, ligaments, tendons, and
fascia enabled mi ama’s motion, the movement,
the coyotes steps she followed in order to reach
a point of financial stability. The cadera is a
complex form, a piece that requires careful
engineering, a system, much like the u.s. system.
There was careful engineering, deliberate actions
made, decided upon in order to restrict range of
movement. Para no poder cruzar.
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I carry it too. I hold it too.•

shadow work and countless shapes • nicole laila
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pisces •
by
celina jimenez
sensitive

your neck,
blesséd roses,

did i get it from you?

blesséd mother

will you show me where

sensitive

my strength is buried?
too soft to survive
will you show me in

without you

my dreams?
my soul’s purest expression
gentle
my sweet, redemptive angel
“saint jennie,” they whisper
will you remind me of a love
to you

that transcends damage?

through me

will you teach me how to hold
without crumbling?

and i know you’ve heard,
because i feel you stir

will you hold me?

inside me

can you hear me?
would you forgive me?•

delicate
handmade petals around
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2. Release
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oh well •
by
rudy ramirez

Have you ever heard the phrase
A small body of queer water,
an angel of the Lord performing
Aquatic Miracles Mid-day at
the pool of Bethesda, doling out
some kind of a Spiritual Salve:
but there’s just enough for one (1) today
you’re only as sick as your secrets?
It lurks in the hallways of my brain
on the daily, because I am a
person who loves secrets
a person who
In the cool of the shade, the infirm wait
patiently for the angel to appear—
harbors quite a few
for the water to move this way and that.
But the “Son” of “Man” wanders into the
Makeshift ICU, and observes a crumpled
Bag of a man who can not move
He says,
If you’re only as sick as your secrets , then
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Do you want to be well?

this is an Exercise in Wellness:
Go whisper a secret aloud to the nearest thing to you right now
I just spilled one into a canister of salted cashews
Go ahead, I’ll wait.
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Welcome back.
How is your breath?
Remember that
we’re on our way to wellness

we’re on our way to wellness
we’re on our way to wellness •
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I want to tell you that I miss you—
I think about you everyday.
I would shout out how much I love you,
But there’s nothing you can do or say.
I want to hug you and make your pain go away,
But you’re not here.
I might be putting off the healing,
Because I have this fear—
This fear that I’ll forget the way you say my name.
All I can do is cope,
But all I really want to do is disappear—
Because you’re not here.

I wish you would have stayed.
It no longer matters how much I love you,
Because I will continue grieving everyday. •

by

marylyn aguilar
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Continue Grieving •

I want to tell you that I miss you—

aaron aceves

letter 4 u •

by

In the past, you’ve come to me in pieces,
And I’ve willingly patched you up.
I watched as you walked away, winded but whole,
And I was left without.
I tell myself love not delivered cannot be lost,
Still I lose an awful lot.
I suppose I should choose the silence,
It’s senseless to stall.
But every time I try it,
The task just seems so tall. •
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I’ve been helping a friend through their first real

had been successful. I began to see the ways in

heartbreak. The kind of heartbreak that changes

which I lost the true essence of who I was to fit into

the way you view the world. The kind that changes

a mold that was never meant for me. I learned the

your definition of love. It’s the kind of pain that you qualities that I wanted in a mate and the qualities
feel everywhere and see in everything. You feel

that I need. I also learned the ways in which I was

like you’ve lost not only your lover, but your best

complicit in my own pain.

friend. It’s caused me to reflect on my own pain
after having my heart broken a few years ago.

I wish I could tell you, reader, that this wasn’t a

And honestly, there were moments when I didn’t

painful experience. That if you find yourself going

know if I would ever stop feeling

through what my friend is going through, you won’t

this way.

cry yourself to sleep some nights. That you won’t
walk around feeling like a shell of the person you

Until one day, I did.

once were. But I would be lying. It’s true that time
does heal most wounds, but I think we forget to

I realized that I had stopped thinking about the

add: only if you let it.

person. I no longer saw them in strangers I passed
on the street. I no longer worried about what

I once spent a whole year of my life pining for a

would happen if I ran into them. I looked back at

man who wasn’t worth a day. I could have chosen

our time spent together not with anger, but with

to move past it, but I chose to stand still. Hoping

a sense of peace. I learned more about myself

and waiting that he would return. My friends saw

having had my heart broken than if our relationship that I was hurting myself, but no one can make you

to the person trying to understand
heartbreak, pain, and hope •
by
elizabeth dehaan
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choose yourself if you do not want to. That year

know the answer to. I would rather be alone

was one of the hardest years of my life for many

than ever go through that heartbreak again.

reasons, but choosing to stand still made it harder.

But that’s what life is: taking chances and getting
knocked down.

Heartbreak can make you stronger, if you let it.
I chose to spend a couple of years after my

I urge you, reader, to not let your pain become the

heartbreak seeking therapy and spending some

lens through which you see the world. Loving and

time alone. I’ve been single for the past few years,

being loved are two of the most amazing feelings

and have come to the realization that I fear putting in the world. All love will end in pain, whether it’s
myself back out there again. When someone

heartbreak or death. But the in-between is what

breaks you, you become terrified of anyone that

makes love worth the risk. •

might have the power to break you again. I tell
myself that I am happy being single, and to some
extent I am. But I also long for companionship. For
true intimacy, not just afternoon flings.
I’ve turned my heartbreak and pain into a fortress
and thrown away the key.
How do you open yourself up to the possibility of
getting hurt again? That’s a question I still don’t
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3. Reflection
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celina jimenez

trying •

by

A body is just a holder, an initiator of a
memory – the memory itself is just a feeling
woven by space, time, perspective.
And once the memory takes its first and final
breath, it doesn’t care where you tell it to stay.
It’s already made itself at home in a place you’ll
always sense without searching. Like the sparkle
of a glass you keep hidden in your emotional
peripheries, and can almost always ignore
except when it is kissed by the light, at the mercy
of the sun.
What is it about those memories that makes them
feel irreplaceable? Like nothing can ever come
close to the feeling of resting sleepily, drunkenly
in your arms and singing 00’s ballads. Like no one
else could ever recreate the way you tucked my
hair behind my ear and looked just for the sake of
looking. Like no one will ever kiss the back of my
neck in the same spot, with the same gentleness
you did. Like no one will ever soften me the way
you could with a curious flutter of your fingertips
on my most innocent skin,
my first brush with a divine feminine.
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Some people come to you already a memory,

When your name dances on my tongue every time

even when they’re wrapped around you, when

I cry to the heavens. Every time I turn to my sweet

they’re sleeping beside you, when their heart is

Audre for solace. Every time “Supercut” comes on

beating under your lips - a presence you can feel

shuffle and everything around me falls away and

in your entire body, that’s always just out of reach.

I let myself wallow, let myself unabashedly admit
that every word is resonant and there are few

How do I make peace with your memory,

ballads that understand me quite this much.

when what’s left of you is a suffocating

(In your car, the radio up)

tangle of paradoxes.

And as much as my pride rebels against it,
I still, in that moment,

Like how can an empty void hold so

In my memory,

much weight

In my head,
Forgive, and do not fight.

How could something that arrived in pieces
become so re-broken

And I let her continue to sing with her name
making yours grow louder in the caged

How can I pray for mercy from

corners of my mind. With the memories

these memories

turning to mist, mist gathering heat, feeling
like promise.
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With the hard feelings of a love run its course.

Who nestled me back into my pain and
introduced my heart to the divine alchemy

“When you’ve outgrown a lover,

of strength and surrender.

The whole world knows but you.”
to the divine alchemy of trying. •
You, my softness, my exception, my woman, my
wound. My memory, who carved a space in my
heart that can (thankfully) never be sealed shut.
Who gave me the courage to open a door that
will never close again, a door which is now ready
to welcome a tenderness eager to make itself at
home. Who showed me that even if it’s always
lingering halfway in the shadows, love is more
blinding and binding than any force on earth.
Who pulled me out of my aching, if only for a
moment, and showed me the blessing of letting
love break you open.
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buddah desmond

a meeting with my pain
(a Juneteenth meditation) •

by

i saw my pain

we greeted each other respectfully
we got to know each other intimately

we made a plan

to learn from each other
and not allow the other to wallow
or take up space in harmful ways

we came to an understanding

we will help each other let go
we will help each other grow
a pain-free existence is make believe

but making sense, confronting, and channeling your pain benevolently

is paramount for healing •
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heavy •
by
K.A.

Some days, this skin feels more like

It feels like a dip in the pools filled with gold.

a burden than a blessing.
It feels like the sound of Louis Armstrong’s
On most days though,

trumpet dancing at the foot of the Great Sphinx.

it feels like candy-coated bliss.
It feels like fish fresh out the fryer with a
refreshing cup of homemade lemonade.
It feels like the speakers boomin’ down the block,
fresh braids dangling in the wind.
It feels like the blood of ancestors rushing through
my veins reminding me of what I’m made of.
My strength. My resilience. My resolve.
But some days, it feels
incredibly heavy.
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Heavy like the fear of those being kidnapped from

Some days, this skin feels more like

the only homes they knew into the dark night.

a burden than a blessing.

Heavy like the lost souls of those who thrust

On most days though, it feels

themselves overboard, unable to journey

like candy-coated bliss.

any further.
Some days, like today, it feels like
Heavy like the hands of those who worked their
days away in a field, only to be treated like cattle.
Beaten and Bruised.
Heavy like oppression that has found its
way through every inch of our system.
The white American dream; more like
my living nightmare.
Heavy like black bodies laid out on the
pavement for the world to see.
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the fight of my life. •

As a queer chicanx artist, I have asked myself
often what it takes to heal from the abuse,
ostracization, and depression that’s haunted me
as a brown kid in a predominantly white
community. In my adult life (I’m now 20),
the theme of regeneration and interconnectedness
have occurred to me as epiphanies.
In my collage, I tried to convey this, along with
the mystic touch of my past. It’s hard to find
healing within a capitalist ego-centric society,
where the traps of illusion are common – so
instead, I choose to trust my heart, and to trust my
tough skin, and to trust the otherworldly ways of
the world I recognize within myself.
fuerza • frida hernandez
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4. Reclamation
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reeb menjivar

the age of rage •

by

Cope: (of a person) deal

Healing is an ongoing process. We constantly

effectively with something difficult

endure things that hurt and wound us deeply, all
while facing our existence.

(of a machine or system) have the
capacity to deal successfully with.

Coping is closely related to my rage. I exist in
survival mode because of my anger; I have to

Healing: the process of making or

persevere. I’m aware everything that exists can

becoming sound or healthy again

be destroyed – and a future is still possible. There
are people who never thought I’d be capable of
staying alive this long. Knowing this infuriates me.
Despite this, my rage inspires me.
Rage pushes me to keep going. It would
be pointless to prove my worth to anyone;
I’m not trying to. Sometimes I like to exist
out of spite; however, as of late, I exist
to enjoy the small things. My rage has
pushed me to know that I deserve more,
I deserve better.
I’ve been told “I like being mad.”
It’s not that I like it, I just am.
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I am furious; enraged.

My rage is directed and effective.
This is the age of my rage.

I reject every ounce of the white-supremacist
hetero-patriarchial capitalist structures we live in.

To me, coping means knowing I can find a

I detest all of the murder, hatred, greed, brutality

way to keep going and continue the process

and violence that got us here.

of healing. Survival is what I know. Coping is

Yet, I am forced to survive within them.

survival. As healing is ongoing. •

Let them believe I like being mad because
I reject complacency. My anger drives me
to seek change, in what they have become
comfortable in.
My rage has motivated me to believe in
myself. My rage pushed me to speak up/out.
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buddha desmond

the war chose me •

by

I didn’t want the war
The war chose me

I came into this shit marked
They had a story written for me
But it was a story I was raised to never accept
We’re the forgotten ones (to them)
Othered to no avail
Loved when we’re in service
Hated when we’re in full embrace of our power
Don’t like it when we win
They’ll prey on our implosion
Destroy our communities
Leave them without a trace—no signs that we
were ever there

I didn’t choose the war
The war chose me
Code switching is a way of life
Being my full self is criminal
Punishable because somebody felt threatened
Just being black can get you killed out here
in these streets
So I stay
On guard
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Watching my back
CYA in full effect
Planning, strategizing, working several
journeys head
Always
Don’t have the privilege of being just enough
to get by, to get in, or to get over
Gotta be supreme
Gotta fight my way to live out my dreams
Ain’t it something that even survival is a battle
So thriving is an all out apocalypse

I didn’t choose the war
The war chose me

Gotta hold it down
Bear the weight of family, friends, community,
and this world on my head, neck, shoulders
and back
Gotta be the strong one
But sometimes you need somebody to be
strong for you
To help carry some of the load
Can’t be soft in a world that expects you
to be hard
Guess the inherent strength and value of
vulnerability doesn’t register
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I didn’t want the war
The war chose me

Centuries of oppression, inequality and
inequity in every facet of life
Generations of trauma from slavery, broken
families, dysfunction, and abuse
The heaviness of our history is enough to
take anyone out
After all the struggle
I just want to heal
Get rid of the shit I don’t need
Mend the brokenness
Be whole and free
Whole and free

I didn’t choose the war
The war chose me
You know what?

You know what?
Fuck the war
I choose me
I choose you
I choose us
And together
we will always
Win •
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if we did not have to hide • nicole laila
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marylyn aguilar

Coping with racial trauma
as a queer Afro-Latina •

by

Strength manifests in different ways – and when the time calls, abruptly.
There’s no one way to cope with trauma; we find what works for us
individually and return to existing. We strive and come to a reasoning.
I consistently seek guidance and try to educate myself about the traumas
I’ve experienced, often in relation to my race and ethnicity. It would be a
lie if I told you I use my own coping skills every time I’m presented the
opportunity, but I still offer my advice. Like your childhood friend that tells
you all of their secrets and unconditionally loves you ... because on the
grander scale of the things, I do. Even if we’ve never met: because you’re
reading this, I already know who you are.
Reader, you are loved.
Please remember you are so loved.

As a Black woman, my safety is my first priority. I know how I
am perceived in the United States, by the Latinx community, by
my family – speaking Spanish does not eliminate my melanin.
As much as I’d like to check someone for saying absurdities to
me, I have to keep in mind that the person could end my life, if
they wanted to. Add on an extra violent layer of homophobia
and the life of a queer woman of color becomes a
constant state of anxiety.
I’m constantly mindful of how feminine and masculine I present
at any given moment, specifically when it comes to how I dress.
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Especially around straight men. That’s an unfortunate
consequence of being assaulted and harassed in my life.
However, no matter what my appearance is, I’m still a Black
woman, and no amount of clothes can change that. I have also
grown a habit of not being affectionate towards my partners in
public; something I’ve personally been working to change,
because of the same fears.
It’s important to me that you understand – I’m still struggling
with coping. Healing is an ongoing process, and until the day
that targeted hatred and the institutions against us have
disappeared, it will always be hard.
Be kind to yourself, my love; that’s the first piece of advice I
give to you. I know you’re filled with rage, ‘cause I am too.
What I’ve learned is to place that energy elsewhere, because
no one can hold power over me. Our ancestors did not
survive slavery and colonization for us not to live and enjoy
our beautiful queer lives.

You’re not in this alone; don’t give into the false thought that your
experience is isolated. Do not let a single person invalidate your
experience. Disclose your pain, shout it out, scream about it to
whoever will listen. Never let the frustration build up inside;
letting it sit and simmer will give it time to eat you from the inside out.
Talk about it, because someone will always have a similar
experience as yours.
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I hated everything about my natural hair and skin growing
up. It wasn’t until I was in my late teens that I fully understood
why I hated myself so much. Along with the racism of others, I
spent years internalizing my mother’s microaggressions. She’s
a fair-skinned Latina who had biracial children and didn’t
understand the responsibility of that. So, she decided to place
the blame on me, with her constant comments about my
appearance – and it only got worse as I became more
comfortable with my sexuality.
As a result, I spent years wishing I looked more like her and less
like my father. However, as soon as I started to talk about it to
other Black friends, they, too, could relate. Maybe not in the
same way, but we all knew what it felt like to want to be
anything else but ourselves. Since then, I’ve spoken candidly
about my mother’s anti-blackness to her and other people.
Years ago, I never would’ve thought I could reach the point of
self-love that I have now, but it all started with speaking out.

Along with discussing racial trauma, I’ve also learned how to take time for
myself and meditate on it. Meditation looks different to us all, but essentially
you take some time for you and your thoughts to be alone (always without
judgment). Analyze the situation, process it, and then let it go. We try to
avoid thinking about our trauma because it’s uncomfortable, and reliving it
sometimes adds to the pain, but we have to accept that it happened.
Personally, I like to meditate and then take a nap, because it can be
exhausting. There was an incident in high school when a white-passing Latino
friend of mine called me a coon, after I told him about a girl I liked. Now
let’s make one thing clear – he knew what that word meant. Not long before,
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I’d spoken to him about using the N-word when he talked to me. The moment
the word came out of his mouth, I ignored it and did not say anything back;
almost as if I blacked out and my brain could not process it.

The following weeks, I became increasingly hostile towards
him and I didn’t understand where it was coming from. It wasn’t
until I spoke to my trauma therapist at the time, that she pointed
out that I tend to dissociate when I become overwhelmed.
It’s a coping mechanism trauma survivors use sometimes, and
not always consciously. So when my close friend made a blatant
racist remark to me, my brain shut down. Her advice that I’m
passing to you: think back about the situation and accept that
it happened.

This brings me to another important tip: learn to recognize your
symptoms of trauma. We all react differently; that’s why it’s crucial
to have these discussions about racial trauma. There’s only so much we can
handle, and we don’t always realize when we’re not
ourselves. Believe me, learning the way your brain handles these situations
saves you so much heartache later.
Another example from my own life that ties into this point is the day a lightskinned Black man threatened me. Now, this was not and will not be the last
time a man of color threatens my life; as we all know, misogyny is alive and
well in our communities.
I was at a park with two friends one night. They roller-skated on an empty
basketball court, while I sat on a bench and watched. We had been there for
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a couple of hours until a man walked up with a white woman and
began shooting hoops.
Right from the moment he stepped onto the court, we all could feel his
irritation oozing out of him. I soon heard yelling. He spewed classic misogyny
hits like, “Do you have a man I can talk to?” and “I’m never threatened by
a female.” At one point, he threatened to hit one of my friends with the
basketball and my sight went red. I rarely get mad to the point of getting
violent, but threatening someone I love will do it. Words were exchanged
and arguing ensued.

This grown man would not look at me in the eye, and out of all
of us three, he seemed to be most bothered by me. As soon as
I brought up the point that it made no logical sense to be upset
with my friends skating, when his girlfriend just stood there, he
said – while still not looking at me – “I’m not afraid to beat a
female if she wants to talk like a man.” I wish there were words
I could use to describe my level of rage. Reacting with anger is
a new symptom for me.

Had I been a younger version of myself, I would have dissociated and tried
to bury the memory, but I did not. Instead, I took the situation head-on and
began analyzing. Would he have reacted the way he did if we were white or
of lighter skin tone? If we were more feminine-looking? Did he feel he needed
to uphold his masculinity because his white girlfriend was there? Did he want
to hit me because I was a black woman talking back to him? Did I react to
his violence with anger because I was triggered? Was taking the time to ask
myself these questions growth? Possibly, but luckily we left before he tried
hitting me.
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At this point, you might believe I’ve left out the most obvious form of coping:
self-care. Yes, self-care is crucial, but I believe that all the advice I’ve given
you falls under that. By all means, buy yourself those large order fries; you
deserve it. However, we should always be taking care of ourselves; for me,
that includes remembering to eat and going to bed on time, but I also use my
free time to read books written by Black authors. Toni Morrison and James
Baldwin have been a comfort to me; I constantly seek refuge in their work.

I hope you have found some guidance in my words. I used to
think my identities were burdens, but they’re not and neither are
yours. There have been points in my life where I wished I wasn’t
a woman, I wasn’t Black, I wasn’t Latina, I wasn’t queer; but I
am. I’m all of that and as I get closer to healing, I become more
confident with myself every day. It all starts with coping.
You, who is loved: I hope you find your path, because no matter
how difficult it is to be alive, you are here and you do deserve
to live. •
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my soul does not break down
it does not quit
My body doles out blows,
and takes the hits.
my soul soars
My body sprints.
My body is fleeting.

my soul is infinite •

soul & body •
by
aaron aceves
39

5. Recovery
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I have kept journaling and affirmation writing very close to my
heart ever since I was in Iran and lived as a refugee in Turkey.
Through journaling, I get to hear out my thoughts and see them
on paper to help me establish a better relationship with myself.
This piece is a piece of writing I did while I was camping with my
family and began to shift and heal from learned behaviors that
do not serve my highest self. I enjoy writing letters to myself to
overcome emotional rigidity. I essentially want to start an advice
column and become a publisher. I used the original piece here
to show the raw originality of the thought process, and I graded
myself with a red pen to show that I can correct myself when
possible. I also used matches to burn the edges of my paper
because I relate to the element of Fire – maybe it’s my fire moon
... or it could be that I grew up around the making of fire.
things to remember • ghazal hastam
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rx (doses for healing) •
by
celina jimenez
carrying yourself like the most fragile
sculpture on earth. your own are the

hands on your heart. heart back

only hands fluent in your delicacy.

in your hands.

stroking your shoulders, your collarbone,

permission for the deepest pain to

your hands with the tenderness of God herself.

radiate. breath by breath, a sacred
whisper–you are not easy to let go of.

cleansing your face like you’re buffing

you were not born to be left.

the world’s finest marble.

your love changes
everything it touches.

letting water flow like you’re a towel pulled
from the sea. wringing out. heavy with salt,

you were not predestined for

heavy aching for hands and sun.

abandonment, precious light.
you were predestined to be loved.

sanctification. renewal.
as much as you need,
something sweet after something salty.

repeat after me:

loving, cathartic pressure on

i forgive.

your wound when it starts to throb.

i welcome.

patience, air if it bleeds.

i soften.
i release.

praise and pride for keeping

i release.

your head above water.

i release. •

an extra pillow tonight. compassion
for the one you’ve soaked through.
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drifting •
by
buddah desmond

Out of view
Off the plane
Switching lanes
Drifting
away
Diverging
New pathways
Going separate ways
Drifting far
away
Recalibrating directions
Different perspectives
The unveiling of things yet unknown
Sometimes
drifting
away
from what we’ve known
is
necessary
to truly move forward •
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yaritza flores bustos
(she/they)

nicole laila
(she/her)

pg 5

pg 7, 32

“I crossed the border
with mi ama and brother:
survival. I create with a
fidelity to truth; a way to
weave my way home, to
reclaim what is told for me,
without me – but, for once,
through me.”

is a medical student in
the DMV interested in
increasing access to
healthcare for Black,
immigrant and homeless
populations, especially in
underserved areas of the
country. She makes art
exploring the Lebanese
Thawra, race in America
and vulnerability.

biographies of contributors

@zvvtvr

rudy ramirez
(they/them)

aaron henry aceves
(he/him/his)

pg 11

pg 15, 39

is a multidisciplinary artist
based in Brooklyn, NY.
They are an experimental
theatre major, arts
educator, and visual artist
who values the creation of
work deeply rooted in
personal identity, and
origins. Rudy is the proud
parent of a blind cat named
Ophelia, who serves as a
muse and collaborator.

is a bisexual
Mexican-American writer
born and raised in East
L.A. His poems have also
appeared in Pussy Magic’s
“Pride 2020: The Bi Babes
Issue.” He can be found on
@aaronhaceves
@aaronaceves

marylyn aguilar
(she/her)
pg 14, 33
is a writer and poet
delivering her experiences
as an Afro-Latinx queer
woman, for those who
understand the challenges
of intersectionality and the
manifestations of trauma.
@marylanne_

elizabeth dehaan
pg 16
is the creative mind behind
all content on enovaturient.
com. Passionate about
social change, she uses her
platform to inspire change
and provide news that is
not readily available. She
is part of the writing team
for OMNoire, a wellness
community for the African-American woman, and
has been a guest contributor for multiple online
publications. She currently
resides in Brooklyn, NY.

buddah desmond
pg 22, 29, 43
a.k.a. BDez – is a writer/
poet, artist, entrepreneur,
and health and wellness
coach/ advocate. His
writing highlights the gritty
side of life, while offering
messages of hope, love,
healing, and resilience.
His writing has appeared
in numerous publications
including MOOV, MUSED,
MelaNation, LitMag 2020,
No Line Left Behind, and
Osamasetorbest.com. He’s
the author of three poetry
projects, Prevail: Poems
on Love, Life, and Politics
(2012), Exotic Shifter
(2014), and From The Inside
Out: A Poetry Collection
(2020).
@buddahdesmond

kamil arrington (KA)
(she/her)
pg 23
Kamil is a writer and
self-proclaimed
storyteller who aims to
show the beauty in
vulnerability and living
as our most authentic
selves. Her website
www.tellyourstorysis.com
elevates voices of black
women and the many
trials they face. Her main
objective is to create a
world where people feel
empowered to share their
truth, good and bad.
@girlmil
frida hernandez
(they/them)
pg 25
is a queer chicanx artist
from Mesa, Arizona, where
their parents relocated from
Culiacan, Mexico. They
are always in the process
of pushing their creativity
forward – for more content,
follow them on Instagram.
@incivilizadx
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reeb menjivar
(she/her)
pg 27
is a visual artist focused
on photography and
video, currently based
out of Phoenix, AZ. She is
motivated and driven by
bold images and strives to
highlight images and
stories that are often
alienated and excluded.
@glowingforehead

ghazal hastam
pg 41
is a non-gender-conforming,
non-binary Iranian-American.
They/Them pronouns make
Ghazal feel safe; however,
they feel comfortable with
She/Her and He/Him As
well. Ghazal (whose name
means “a spiritual love poem/
song”) moved to America at
the age of 12 and is now 27
years old. You can follow their
healing and learning journey
on IG.
@gghaazaal
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celina jimenez
(she/her)

deepa shanbhag
(she/her)

editor in chief
pg 8, 19, 42

art director

@linalauren
@lacienegablvdz

@heydeepa
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is a queer writer, yoga
teacher and drama queen
currently posted up in the
Southwest (but making her
way to the Bay Area).
She is a staunch advocate
for Virgo rights and writes
in the hopes of making
everyone feel seen, held
and loved. She overshares
on Instagram and Twitter.

is a full-time graphic
designer based in New
York. She loves pop culture,
uses outdated slang and
geeks out over a great
marketing strategy. When
not working on something
that requires an Adobe
program, she can be found
knitting, spending time with
her dog, Lucas, and binge
watching crime dramas.

